
On Thursday, October 26, at 19:00, will be inaugurated the independent cinema festival “The end”, 
curated by &nd project. The projections will take place in a cycle of three appointments at Spazio 
intolab, in the former wool factory “Complesso Sava” of Piazza Enrico de Nicola (Porta Capuana): a 
place that, between rebirth and decadence, more than others can represent a post-neorealist view of 
our young cinema .

Movies, docufilm or fiction are fragments, tales and testimonies of young authors who still seek to 
interpret life and rebuild the potentialities of the social and political vacuum in which they are cast. 
It is precisely the deception, inevitable contingency of us all, which seems to interest them ilooking for 
some specific or unheard social and private phenomena.

The end used to sign our show is borrowed both from the cinematic tradition, which uses these two 
words as the end of feature films, and both from one of the works of the artist Fabio Mauri. Contrary 
to its constant investigation and definition of political ideas and their propaganda tools, we have the 
opportunity to interpret The End not as a concluding act, but as a total void and possibility.

Projection schedule

&nd project - www.andproject.net - andproject.napoli@gmail.com

Thursday 26_10_17 - Il viaggio premio_Edgardo Pistone | Il Capitano_Antonio Longobardi

Thursday 16_11_17 - Les pécheurs Cetara/Cotonou_Marianna Capuano |Antonio degli scogli_ Alessandro Gattuso

Thursday 7_12_17 - Carcasse_Clementine Roy

26_10_2017 h 19.00

Complesso ex Lanificio Sava
Piazza Enrico de Nicola,46, Napoli

The end



// MOVIE INFO

- IL CAPITANO, 2017_20’
Il Capitano (the Captain in eng.) is the story of a man and a boat.
A stationary boat in the port of Agropoli. A white bearded man and blue eyes like the sea. A captain 
who does not sail. An ordinary man who does not do anything heroic. Screenplay, crew, production 
times, subject direction are absent. The “not-story” takes place in July (2017), in four days, marked by a 
leitmotif of simple and repetitive actions: lighted radio, smoked cigarettes, phone calls, quizzes and TV 
shows.
The Captain is not a story that wants to tell / criticize but wants to watch / contemplate a man (Paolo 
Angelini) in a given situation and place.

Director: Antonio Longobardi
Sound: Radio Capital
Editing: Dario Incerti
Starring: Paolo Angelini

BIO: Antonio Longobardi was born in Gragnano in 1986. He attended the Academy of Fine Arts course 
in cinema-photography-television. In 2015 he writes and directs the short film “Scanner” produced by 
director Stefano Incerti presented at the Napoli Film Festival and the Festival of Calcata.
FILMOGRAFIA: Speed Slow (2012), Peppe C. (2012), Scanner (2015).

-IL VIAGGIO PREMIO, 2016_20’
When we do not like what reality offers, we have to take refuge in your imagination. This is probably the 
starting axiom of the young Liberato, who moves along the streets of San Giovanni in Teduccio riding his 
white horse, John Wayne, as a cowboy moving between the saloon in the old West.
When one morning Wayne disappears, Liberato moves to his research along the way encountering 
unlikely traveling companions: a former acrobat in search of his circus, a mute boy in search of words, 
a worker looking for an escape from his routine. Together, in this “journey of hope,” the quartet crosses 
the whole city, each hoping to achieve its goal.

Director: Edgardo Pistone 
DoP: Alessia De Angelis 
Sound: Giacomo Vitiello
Editing: Myriam Paparo, Davide Franco 
Organizzation: Bronx Film
Starring: Giuseppe Esposito, Vincenzo Restucci, Alessio Dalia

BIO: Edgardo Pistone was born in Naples in 1990. He attended the Academy of Fine Arts course on 
cinema-photography-television.
FILMOGRAFIA:Per un’ora d’amore (2014), Melancholy beach, (2015) Oggi è domenica,domani si muore (2015).

// SPEAKER

- Natascia Palmina D’Amico, 1986
Sociologist specialized in the field of communication. Speaker and radio author, actively collaborates 
with Rai Trade.

// &nd project is curated by Federica Romano, Fabrizio Monsellato, Nicola Piscopo and Salvatore Ricci.
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